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I drive a steep Shawnee hill. 
 
At the top 
is a white house 
its shingleboard walls 
chipped brown but not warped  
seventy years worn 
but not humble 
like the man who built it,  
On the back porch 
strings fray in wind  
they used to be chimes,  
if I close my eyes 
I can hear them tinkle. 
 
Not time yet to go inside,  
houses of the dead 
have their own rituals,  
I walk around back 
to the kitchen like a thief 
and there is the ash pile  
just below the window,  
Forty maybe fifty years of ashes, 
layers of time 
I burn to have known. 
 
I climb cinderblock steps  
to the front door. 
I can see him 
cooking eggs and bacon 
in lard he did not get from a can,  
washing his face 
in cold water from the metal bowl  
next to the door, 
the 5:30 farmland sun 
 pouring orange 
onto a newspaper:  
Al Capone Dead. 



I walk on rockingchair wood floor  
to the main room 
a black oak table 
next to a cabinet strewn  
with skeleton keys  
a green Coke bottle 
a buffalo head nickel and  
to my left a bedroom 
the razor strap threatening  
from the tarnished door knob,  
I can hear the cries 
of little Uncle Floyd. 
 
The woodburning potbelly stove 
stands cold over a license plate  
from 1932 
and the green carpet  
crumbling at the edges  
like asphalt roadside  
leads me to the Victrola,  
I open the lid to 
the dank smell of a violin case  
drop the thick metal arm 
and wind it up,  
listen to sandpaper  
and the tube sound  
of 1927, 
David Miller's Lonesome Valley  
The Vernon Dalhart Trio's 
Where We Never Grow Old. 
 
They played that one  
at Grandma's funeral  
nine years later 
I am told. 
 
I sit on a red leather couch 
bull horns stitched into the back  
and I see him sitting there 
steelwool whiskers  
polishing his Winchester  
spitting tobacco 
talking to brother Lower 
about the Dempsey Bellows fight 



the new Model A  
and how Roosevelt's  
Social Security 
is un-American,  
On the back wall his picture 
oval wood framed 
blue eyes deep like icebergs  
and a Grapes of Wrath brow  
tell of dust storms 
and the consumption 
that killed his young wife  
at our beginning 
when all a man needed  
to make his home 
were nails, hammer, sweat  
and grit, 
the lifetime of grit 
that outlived his eldest daughter. 
 
I walk to the barn 
in the spiderleg weeds 
stumble over a rusted iron windmill  
bang my head on the corner 
of the outhouse 
see the halfmoon dent,  
the blood,  
his blood, 
this is where they found him last winter. 
If only that blood could talk 
of times when hope was more  
than a textbook concept and death  
was more 
than a business proposition, 
I build a shrine 
in my head to the man 
who came over in the Land Runs  
lived through two world wars  
John Dillinger 
Prohibition 
things I only read in books. 
 
If he only knew 
he would be hallowed 



by a grandson 
who barely knew him, 
 
But his only concerns were cattle  
and wheat, 
a tough pair of overalls  
and church every Sunday  
so he wouldn't miss 
the magic tractor 
that would carry him to his wife 
who waits for him 
somewhere beyond the sun  
where they'll never grow old. 
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